


Friendly Norms
● Please keep yourself muted unless you are speaking
● Please introduce yourself in the chat, where are you from, and 

campaigns you have worked with
● Meeting will be 1-hour
● Thank you for joining us!
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Raising Hand on a Computer/Tablet



Full time job:
Proposal Manager for aerospace

Volunteer work:
Building Bridges for America, Co-founder

South Bend, IN

Caz Margenau
she/her Motivation

Experience of being 
disowned my loved 
one lost to a 
disinformation 
rabbit hole.
I learned what 
happened and how 
to get them back.

Ace/Aro





Today’s Goals:
● Identify disinformation.

● Learn how to navigate the media and social media.

● Understand how our brains work.

● Use that knowledge to help others seek the truth.







What is disinformation?

UNESCO.org





How did we get here?
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Pre-digital
Gatekeeper model

Journalistic practice to fact check before publishing.
Shared experience of the news.
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Now
We are our own gatekeepers.
We create our own media bubble, our own reality, 
even our own truth.



How did we get here?

We are social beings so:

1. We are really bad at processing information for truth.

2. We seek community for purpose, identity.

Separate reality Shared reality

● Loneliness
● Distrust
● Apathy
● Fear

● Community
● Trust
● Empathy
● Security



How did we get here?
Pre-digital
Gatekeeper model

Journalistic practice to fact check before publishing.
Shared experience of the news.

Now
We are our own gatekeepers.
We create our own media bubble, our own reality, 
even our own truth.

Bad actors
Intentionally misleading content lowers trust and 
lets us slip into our own reality.



How did we get here?
For decades now, Russian bots push “fifty-fifty” messaging.
Equal pro- and anti-, creating a false equivalency.

Both sides-ism makes the truth controversial and elevates 
our exposure to the anti- propaganda. 

The effect is
● Distrust in institutions
● Distrust in each other
● Lower credibility of American government
● Weakened America



MEDIA LITERACY

1. Curate your sources of information
2. Be able to identify disinformation
3. Practice good social media habits to counter disinformation

EMPATHY

1. Understand how our brains work to process information
2. Talk with people to pop their bubble of disinformation

Take control



Curate 
your 

sources

MEDIA LITERACY





Is this legit?

Check where it is 
posted

Check the 
original
source

Smell
Test
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MEDIA LITERACY

https://spotthetroll.org/



How algorithms work

“Anger and 
hate is the 
easiest way 
to grow on 
Facebook,” 
Haugen told 
the British 
Parliament 
on Monday.”



20 “superspreader” pro-Trump 
Twitter accounts were the original 

source of 20% of misleading 
narratives about voting.

How superspreaders work
In two months, of 812,000 anti-vaxx posts 
on Facebook, 73% come from 12 accounts.



Is a friend sharing 
misinformation?
Put an arm around them 
and share best practices.

Best Practices on Social Media

Ignore the post.
Walk away.

Only click to report it as 
misinformation or hate.

MEDIA LITERACY

Any Click

=
Your vote saying it is important

Help a friend

So mad you that you got to let it out? 
Leave that RT or reply in the drafts!! 

Do not retweet
The retweet helps the algorithm of 
the bad post

Take a screenshot
and share that. It removes it from the 
algorithm and the point still gets 
across.

If you absolutely must…



Best Practices on Social Media

 Amplify good stuff.

GOOD action
Retweet, Like, Love

BETTER action
Retweet with a comment, 
Reply

BEST action
Add original posts
post legit news stories

MEDIA LITERACY

See
 a 

post 
with

 disi
nform

ati
on?



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

Do others 
believe it?

Can I easily 
find evidence?

Is this 
compatible with 
what I believe?

Does it tell a 
good story?

Is it from a 
familiar source?

Familiar 
=

Easy to 
process as 

true.

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Is it true?



Our brains evaluate 
information for truth.

How can people believe this stuff?

INFO

People told three times that a 
statement was false are more 
likely to believe it is true than 
if they were told it only once.

Do I want it to be true?



Heuristics
Many people’s heuristic for health is to 
trust science and health professionals.

Black and Brown Americans face 
historical abuses and systemic racism 
in healthcare, a heuristic to distrust 
medicine and doctors is well founded.

Skeptics and those who distrust 
American government and institutions 
do not have a heuristic shortcut to help 
make the complex decision.

A heuristic is problem solving that employs a 
practical method that is not guaranteed to be 
perfect or rational, but is sufficient for 
reaching an immediate approximation.



People with little expertise or 
ability assume they have 
superior expertise or ability. 

They don’t have enough 
knowledge to know they don’t 
have enough knowledge.

How can people believe this stuff?

Illusion of Explanatory Depth
We think we understand complex systems 
better than we do.

“Explain that to me”
Explaining what they think they understand 
will make them more humble, curious, 
nuanced, more moderate and less extreme.

Dunning-Kruger effect



● “Explain that to me.” And listen. Do not interrupt. Be curious.

● Ignore their politics. And do not say yours.

● Reply with empathy and be vulnerable. “I can feel your 
yearning for things to be different. There are things I wish I 
could change, too.”

● Pick your one battle and repeat the one simplified truth.

● If they ask a question you do not know how to answer, say 
that, say “I don’t know, but let’s look it up”

Ask them to explain. Listen.



The foundation of trust is vulnerability.

A core feature of trust is reciprocity.

To build trust- Be vulnerable. Create space, be curious, actively listen.

● “It scares me, there is all this information and it is hard to tell 
what to believe.”

● “Someone has fooled me to believe a lie before and that hurts to 
realize and admit. But it is also a relief.”

● “How someone voted doesn’t make them a bad or good person.”

Rebuild trust through vulnerability



Next Steps
Download the handbook and put 

the knowledge into practice

Start those conversations!
For practice getting started, check out our 

Power series workbooks.
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If you liked this presentation,
Please take a moment before signing off to 

share it with others.

@buildbridges4america



Learn more at
www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com.

Thank you for joining us.


